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ABSTRACT
This paper presents sore theoretical and experimental results on
optimal sampling and quantization of synthetic apsrture radar (SAR)
signals. It includes a description of a derived theoretical relation-
ship between the pixel signal-to-noise ratio of processed SAR images
and the number of quantization bits per sampled signal, assuming homo-
geneous extended targets. With this relationship known, a solution may
be realized for the problem of optimal allocation of a fixed data bit-
volume (for specified surface area and resolution criterion) between the
number of samples and the number of b1ts-per-sample. The results indicate
that to achieve the best possible image quality for a fixed bit rate and
a given resolution criterion, one should quantize individual samples
coarsely and thereby maximize the number of multiple looks. The
theoretical results are then compared with simulation results obtained by
processing aircraft SAR data.
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I. WTRODUCTION
The high daU rate and data voluc.e associated with a synthetic aperture
radar (SAR}[1],[2] present a problem 1n designing a SAR for use onboard a
spacecraft because the data transmission rate and data storage capacity are
usually limited for various practical reasons. SAR data rate and data
volume are also a problem in the design of a SAR signal processing system
because 1t requires a tradeoff between the hardware complexity—which 1s
generally related to the memory capacity, processing speed, etc.—and the
quality of the output product.
Many people [3J, [4] have suggested azimuth pref11 taring to reduce the
SAR data rate. This approach 1s based on the fact that the azimuth band-
width 1s often greater than that necessary to satisfy spatial resolution
requirements. The required number of data samples 1s reduced by reducing
the effective azimuth bandwidth, but it has not been clear how to perform
atimuth preflltering 1n an optimal manner. For example, it is well known
that "excess" azimuth bandwidth (If not removed by preflltering) can be
used to reduce communication and "speckle" noise. The tradeoff in an
analog signal transmission system with transmission power fixed can be
between increasing the signal bandwidth versus increasing the receiver
input signal-to-noise ratio. In a digital system with a constraint on the
number of data bits per total image, the tradeoff can be between increasing
the total number of azimuth samples versus finer quantization of each signal
sample.
To achieve optimality, one requires a thorough understanding of the
characteristics of SAR images and the effects of noise, limiting and other
factors on the output image quality. Work toward this objective has been
reported in the SAR processing area [5] - [7]. Related work, [Sj - [10] can
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also be .ound In the area of holographic processing. Generally speaking,
the references treat a l imi ted aspect of the problem. This paper reports
on an effort to develop a un i f i ed treatment of a broader range of factors.
Detailed analysis as well as s imulat ions were conducted. Major emphasis
was placed on the digi ta l aspects of the SAR data system. The results are
useful in the design of optimal SAR data processing systems and provide a
better understanding of how different factors affect SAR image characteristics.
Section II of this paper contains an analysis of the performance of a
SAR image processor. A mods! of extended and Rayleigh distributed targets
is assumed. The signal-to-roise ratio of a SAR processor output is then
calculated. In Section III . the effect of signal quantization as related
to the processor output signal-to-poise ratio 1s discussed. In the extreme
case of one-bit quantization, two approaches to compute the signal-to-noise
ratio are used. One approach Is to assume quantization noise is random
and additive; and the other approach is to assume the input signal is hard
limited. Both approaches yield nearly the same results. In cases involving
more than one quantization bit, the former approach Is utilized.
Simulation results are reported in Section IV. Some discussion re-
lated to the evaluation of Image quality Is also included. Finally,
Section V contains a discussion of the significance of this study.
II. THE PERFORMANCE OF A SAR DATA PROCESSOR
In this section, we analyze the output pixel s1gnal-to-no1se ratio,
which 1s chosen as the primary index for measuring the SAR Image quality.
The Inputs to the processor are the received SAR echoes (contaminated by
no^se) in the form of baseband inphase and quadrature signals. The processor
1s assumed to be an Ideal processor where the Input signals are correlated
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with a complex reference function, namely, the complex conjugate of the
response of a point target with unit reflectance. Tho processor output
comprif.es both the true image signals and noise. In this context, the
noise in the output image includes contributions resulting from additive
noise in the received SAR echo and artifacts, e.g., integrated sidelobes,
resulting from signal compression.
II.I Model of Extended Targets
A distinctive feature of the model is that the target area corres-
ponding to resolution cell is not assumed to be a surface exhibiting
uniform isotropic reflectance. Instead, it is assumed that In each cell
there are a finite number of "scattering centers" randomly located in
that area. (Individual scattering centers are assumed to reflect incident
illumination in an isotropic manner.) Because these scattering centers are
randomly located, the apparent reflectance of a cell in response to mono-
chromatic Illumination can be quite varied. At a specific vantage point,
the monochromatic Illumination reflected by the individual scattering
centers within a resolution cell nay add in a constructive or destructive
manner depending c:i geometric factors. In other words, the resolution
cell exhibits wavelength-dependent peculiarity which is a function of the
fine structure Interval of the cell. In practical SAR system (having
finite size synthetic apertures), the varied scattering pattern within
resolution cells will result in differences in the sensed energy In the
reflected signal from individual calls though the total energy reflected
by each cell may be the same. Therefore, the sensed "brightness" of a
resolution cell 1n a radar image 1s not exactly proportional to the total
energy reflected by that cell. This random fluctuation of brightness,
V
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which is a general characteristic of SAR and laser images, is often
referred to as "speckles."[11]-[13] Images obtained with broed spectrum
illumination do not exhibit speckles because the "speckles" associated
with specific wavelengths tend to average out.
A mathematical modeling of the reflective coefficient o(x,r)--whose
derivation is based on the assumption that the r.^mber of scattering centers
i is sufficiently large such that the central limit theorem can be applied--
1
 of a resolution cell located at coordinate (x.r) imaged by 2 SAR can be
written as follows:
o(x,r) = aQ(x,r) • y • exp(j<|>) • ^ .
where aQ(x,r) represents the mean amplitude reflectance of a cell
averaged over all observation angles and is real and
positive.
Y Is a random variable of the Rayleigh distribution
* is a random phase factor un1for.-r.ly distributed over
2-a radians in (0,2ir)
- i '
x specifies the position of a resolution cell along the
!
i line of flight r>f the SAR, I.e., the azimuth direction
and r specifies the slant range from the radar to the resolu-
I tlon cell.
£ Eq. 1 1s a widely accepted [11],[12] model of the radar Image elements
f
| obtained from the observation of a rough surface. Note that Eq. 1 1s de-
ll fined over the entire region of (x,r) of Interest. He will further assume
! that the true reflectance a (x,r) is "homogenous" in the region surveyed.
-5-
The assumption of homogeneous targets is reasonable if the area being
imaged does not exhibit a large change of reflectance characteristics
in different regions of the target area, such that the mean echo power
1s nearly constant. This is very Important in analyzing the effect of
hard-limiting due to insufficient dynamic range in a SAR data system.
And the limiting may cause significant "weak signal suppression" in regions
where the assumption of homogeneous targets does not apply.
By performing quadrature detection processing (as discussed in the
next subsection), one can eliminate the effects of the random phase factor
exp(j<j>) of Eq. 1. However, one would have to process an Infinite amount
of data, i.e., infinite looks, to totally suppress the random amplitude
factor Y. In practice this leads to a trade-off between Image quality and
spatial resolution. The factor y manifests itself as seemingly random
variations In the intensity of elements of the radar image. This type of
image "distortion" was referred to as "speckles" in a previous section.
A few statistical properties of the scattering coefficient o(x,r)
are given here. The subscript "i" is used to denote a cell at (x^ ,^ -).
Eq. 1 may be expressed as:
(2)
with
S'o Ti cos (3a)
(35)
Yj and $j are random variables as defined in Eq. 1. Tha superscripts I and
Q represent inphase and quadrature components (or the real and Imaginary
\-6-
parts) jf o., respectively. Eq. 3a and 3b are intermediate steps in d e r i v i n g
expression (1). The factors fy cos 4$ andfy sin 4^) are independent
ident ica l ly distr ibuted random variables from a normal density function
with zero mean and unit variance, I.e.,
cos sin (4)
For later use, we define the amplitude of reflectance, A^, as
The power P^, received from a cell 1 is
The mean signal power, P. averaged over the ensemble of all i's is
10
(5)
(6)
(7)
where a pair of brackets, <•>, denotes the mean or expected value of the
quantity In the brackets. Also note that the mean power has been arbitrarily
normalized for computational convenience.
II.£ Signal Processor
The pulse repetition rate of a SAR is such that a point target on the
surface is interrogated" many times as it passes through the azimuth
beamwidtb of the radar antenna. The elapsed time between the transmission
of a pulse and the receipt of the corresponding echo is a measure of the range
from radar to the target. The ensemble of echo signals can be assembled into
a rectangular display with elapsed time (range, r) along one axis and azimuth
position (x) along the other axis. The idealized receiver output—is at
-7-
baseband, and It contains both inphase and quadrature conponents. The
time reference 1s expressed in terms of the corresponding spatial
coordinates (x,r). With these conditions, the receiver output corres-
ponding to an isolated unit target located at (x0> rQ) can be represented
as follows:
h(x-xQ, r-r0, rQ) =
a(r0)exp[-j fjL (x-x )2 + j f- (r-r0)2]
o
for (x-x0, r-rQ) e R (8)
otherwise
where a(rQ) represents attenuation due to radar path loss to a target at
range r
and
X
b
c
R
the wavelength of the transmitted EM wave.
the FN chirp rate of the transmitted pulse,
the speed of light,
the region of responsiveness determined by the antenna
azimuth beanwldth and the duration of the transmitted pulse.
Notice that we have assumed that linear FM chirp pulses are transmitted.
It Is also assumed that geometric factors justify the approximation that the
range of the target, rQ, Is constant as the target passes through the azimuth
besmwldth.
For a continuous reflective surface, the received signal 1s a super-
position of the contributions from all the targets within the antenna beam.
The contribution from each target Is a function of Us reflectance,o(x, r)
1n Eq. \ and the Impulse response defined in Eq. 8. The receiver output
also contains additive noise. The ret output, f(x, r). may be expressed as:
-8-
f(x, r) = n ^ a i x ' . r')h (x - x1, r - r1, r1) dx1 dr1 (9)
where n is a random variable denoting the additive noise 1n the signal.
Equation 9 represents a convolution process. A correlator with a reference
function h* (x - x1, r - r', r ')» the complex conjugate of h in Eq. 8, can
« 2be used to reconstruct a scene |o (x, r)| which is an estimation of the
2 2 2intensity of the complex reflectance denoted by OQ (x, r).y or A ^ in
the previous subsection.
A block diagram of a SAR correlator which employs the quadrature
detection algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. The input comprises the received
o
echoes, and the output is an estimation of |a(x, r)| . The details of
Implementing such a correlator in the form of an optical or electronic
processor 1s not within the scope of this study. We tte-r^fcre confine our
discussion to a theoretical analysis of the performance ^f tie correlation
processor.
I I. 3 S1gnal-to-No1se Ratio of the Processor Output
• The criteria for evaluating SAR Image quality have not been fully
: * developed to date. Some recent work related to this particular problem
Is reported 1n Ref. [6] [14]. In this study, the processor output signal-
:i to-nolse ratio 1s used as the criterion to evaluate the processed SAR Irages.
j The signal component of an output Image element Is defined to oe a normalized
measure of the expected target Intensity reflectance. Any difference be-
tween this signal component and the actual output Is regarded as noise.
j Thus defined noise Includes distortions resulting from all factors. Primary
\ \
•
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Figure 1 Block Diagram for Processing SAR
Data Into Images
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causes of distortion in practical systems include thermal noise, spurious
echoes 1n antenna sidelobes, quantization errors, pulse compression
integrated sidelobes, and speckles. With "noise" being defined in this
manner, the output image element signal-to-noise ratio can serve as a
very effective measure of the quality of SAR Images.
The analysis is based on the SAR signal model discussed in the
previous subsection. The idealized receiver output when 1t 1s written
In discrete form becomes
f ( l . k ) - « 1 t k +
N/2 W2
,k+m
9 9
V al2 * 6m2
r[ r (10)
where 1 and k are Indices of discrete signal samples
1 and m denote Increments from indices 1 and k
n.. 1s the noise in signal sample f(1,k).
1s the target amplitude reflectance as defined in Eq. 5.
N and H are the azimuth and range compression ratios (tine-bandwidth
products) respectively.
a and g are frequency sweep parameters of the azimuth and range
ch1rps, respectively.
*1+1 k+ra *s the ram*ora Phase factor as defined In Eq. 1.
In Eq. 10, a subscript arn Is used m the azimuth frequency sweep parameter
a to denote that a Is range dependent.
-11-
To reconstruct an image poin" at position (0,0), two-dimensional range
end azimuth correlation is requirixl. The reference function for corre'ation
can be written as:
[ f \ * \ ~ i M Mcyl + 8k Ml ^  2 'k' - i ^
The correlation of f(i,k) and g(i,<) as denoted by XQ can be expressed
as follows:
N/2 M/2
N/2 M/2
(12)
By properly changing the Indices of summations and rearranging their
orders we have:
Xo • So * No * Nb (13)
where SQ - (N * D (» *
N/2
ktO
N/2 M/2
b, ^ = *rf -^ f, exp>.* •, A, i[(m-k)2-k2]}
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
-12-
The physical meaning of S , N , and N. are the true signal component, the
noise component due to input noise, and the noise component due to integrated
sidelobes respectively. The term b. . is the 1,k-th sidelobe resulting from auto-
1 9 K
correlation of the chirp g of Eq. 11. Since the random quantities
and <$. . > are all mutually independent, the mean energy of X is
where PS = <* t t t> (19)
Pn £
1*0 k*0
P and P represent the mean energy of signal and noise, respectively. Eq. 20
is arrived at by assuming that n.
 k is a two dimensional white Gaussian noise.
Also note that we have replaced the product of (N + 1) (M + 1) by NM in Eqs. 19
2
and 20 for simplicity. The mean of Ai k is normalized to be unity according
2 2to Eq. 7. The mean of n^ . is o~;, by assuming the Gaussian noise statistics1 9 K n
"Ilk - N<°* °n /2> (21)
2 2And the summation 1n ?n 1s evaluated as 0.2N M , where the factor 0.2 Is the
approximated value obtained by numerical Integration of the energies in the
sidelobes produced by compression of the two-dimensional linear FM chirp.
The quantities related to mean energy thus become
-IS-
PS • N2"2 (22)
Pn s NM02 + Q.2 N2M2 (23)
and Px S NM o2 + 1.2 N2^ (24)
The definition for output signal-to-noise ratio used 1n Ref. Ts], (SNR) ,o
will also be used here. It is defined as the ratio of mean signal energy to
2
the standard deviation of the processor detector output |X | . That 1s
(SNR) « -rr- (25)
x
According to Eqs. 13-17, XQ forms a two dimensional Gaussian process for
o
homogeneous targets. The detector output v » IX0I thus forms an
exponential distribution with pdf f(v) - (1/PX) exp (-v/?x). Since the
mean and standard deviation of an exponentially distributed random variable
are equal, the output s1gnal-to-no1se ratio now becomes
(SNR) - -f- (26)
x
0,2
I ' The above expression can also be written in terras of the input signal-to-no1se
V
f ratio, (SNR)j. The received signal is given by Eq. 10, of which n^
 k 1s
| the Input noise component, and the sumnation is the inpuc signal component.
I With n< . and/*, . >being Independent, the mean energy of f(i,k) 1s easily
Jj 1 ,K { I, K )
| evaluated, I.e.,
" ° n + m (27)
! '
I
1 •
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The input signal-to-noise ratio, (SNR)-, is
(SNR), • ?V (28)
We can now rewrite (SNR) as
(SNRL * - - - (29)
0
 + 1.2
From the above expression it is observed that contributions due to inte-
grated sidelobes and speckles can be limiting factors in the performance of an
SAR processor. Although sidelobe suppression can be achieved ty spectrum
weighting [15][16], the tradeoff is a higher computation load in a digital SAR
processor in order to preserve original image resolution.
III. EFFECTS OF QUANTIZATION AND MULTIPLE-LOOK
In this section the effects of input signal quantization and image
post-detection multiple-look are treated. With these two effects known, the
problem of how to optimally sample and quantize SAR signals Is readily Solved.
III.l. Effect of Quantization
A common approach to investigate the effect of quantization is by model-
1ng quantization error with random additive noise. We assume that the in-
phase and quadrature components of the received signal f(1,k) are separately
quantized, and the quantization error n is zero mean, additive, and Indepen-
dent of the original signal and noise as given In Eq. 10. Also we assume
the statistics of quantization error n , n ^ to be
i S
-15-
<"q> (30a)
(30b)
Further, we assume that the quantizer is optimally designed. Because the
SAR signals are known to form a two dimensional Gaussian process for homo-
2geneous targets, the amount of quantization error, cn , can be directlyi
related to the number of quantization levels and ';he signal energy. That is
.Q2- <l f ( 2 > . 1< f (31)
where e 1s a parameter dependent upon the number of quantization levels.
The values of e for the mininiuir distortion quantization were tabulated in
2
Ref. [17]. The expression for the signal energy |f| appears 1n Eq. 27.
Eq. 31 therefore 1s
_Z _ » 2 . (32)f . ••
By treating the quantization error as an independent source of Input noise,
Eq. 26 can be rewritten as
1
(SNR), (33)
1.2
NM
Substituting Eq. 32 Into above, and raking use of the Input SNR defined in
Eq. 28, the output pixel (S
quantization error becomes
( NR)Q which Includes the effect of Input sample
r \
-16-
.' / • *
1
(SNR) = . (34)
° (1 * e) (SNR)-' + (1.2 + e) •
I I I .2 . Ef fec t of Hard-Limi t ing
Not< ;hat one bit quant izat ion corresponds to the "hard l imi t ing" of
the SAR receiver output bipolar signals. Since such l imi t ing is a non-
linear process, it 1s questionable whether the model of additive white
noise for quantization error (used in the foregoing discussion) 1s still
valid. We now treat the case of signal l imi t ing. The result can be used
to verify the results derived in the previous subsection for the case of
:
 one bit per saiple. A detailed treatment of the effect of hard l imit ing
is given in Ref. [18]. Some related results are briefly discussed here.
; The resultant mean output signal power (with Input signal being hardi| l imited in both inphase and quadrature channels) for homogeneous targets
f
\ and large compression ratio can be written as follows:
!
! 2 2 -
i ' PC = ^SjV-N2*2 <A2 > = - N 2 M 2 (35)
I S ° IT °'° ir
i
*| where we have assumed that the hard limited input amplitude Is normalized
I such that the mean input energy « |f| > of Eq. 27) is unchanged. The mean
correlation output energy, R, is
R = NH [ojj + NM] (36)
The output pixel SNR as defined In Eqs. 25 and 26 becomes
(SKRb)0.i
«V-
&',
F
f
i -17-
2 1
" 3
-0.
NH
IT (SNR)'1
(37)
The subscript "b" denotes binary input signal sample. It is noted that a
possible -1.9 db degradation 1n output pixel SNR may be encountered for
homogeneous targets return as compared to Eq. 29 which applies to the case
Involving processing of a linear (unquantized) input signal. Indeed the
expressions of Eqs. 29 and 37 represent the two extreme cases for signal
quantization, and therefore can serve as performance bounds in studying
the effect of input quantization. A plot of Eqs. 29 and 37 is shown in
F1g. 2, where the (SNR)O is plotted versus the (SHR)^  values. Results
derived from Eqs. 29 and 37 are joined by solid lines. And the points
• •
joined by dashed lines are derived from Eq. 34 for the two cases of I and
2 quantization bits per I ar.d Q Input sample. From these curves. 1t is
| observed that at low (SNR)|, i.e., the left portion of the graph, the out-
{ put (SNR). increases approximately linearly with the increase of (SNR)..
And the output (SNR)Q saturates for high Input (SNR)^  due to the effects
of speckles and Integrated sidemotes, since their magnitudes are generally
•
proportional to the signal power. The two curves for one-bit quantization,
which were derived using two different approaches, t.re indeed very close to
each other. This enhances our confidence in the validity of the analytical
results.
-18-
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III.3 Effect of Multiple Look
Since the quality of SAR images is degraded by speckles, it is
desirable to perform the "post-detection integration" to suppress this
type of noise. The post-detection integration involves averaging of
independent image resolution elements, therefore, this process is often
called "multiple-look." We now define that a L-look image is obtained by
averaging L independsnt image pixels which correspond to the saire resolu-
tion and location. The averaging process does not alter the mean of the
pixel energy but simply reduces the standard deviation of the pixel varia-
tion to (/T) of Us one-look value. Therefore, according to the
definition of (SNR)Q discussed in Eqs. 25 and 26, it is known [5] that
(SNR)L = /T (SNR)o L > 1 (38a)
and (SNRb)L = /T (SNRb)Q L >. 1 (38b)
where the subscript "L" denotes L-look Images. From this equation, it 1s
noted that L-look processing may enhance the quality of a single-look
Image by a factor of /T.
III.4. Optimal Use of a Limited Bit Rate
It 1s sometimes required to digitally represent the sampled output of
a SAR receiver in a manner which tends to maximize the Image quality without
exceeding a specified data rate. It Is assumed here that the spatial resolu-
tion Is specified and that "data compression" will not be used. The data
rate will therefore equal tha product of the SAR signal sampling rate times
the number of bits per sample. One must therefore optimally balance a trade-
off of sampling rate versus fineness of sample quantization. The signal-to-
-20-
noise ratio in the output image (in the sense described in Section III.3)
will be used as the measure of image quality.
To simplify the discussion, we assume that the input signal-to-noise
ratio is independent of sampling rate. This assumption is valid if the
signal and noise -.pectra in the region of interest are sufficiently flat
that prefiltering (to avoid aliasing at reduced sampling rates) does not
cause a significant change *n the input signal-to-noise ratio. Results
derived from Eq. 24 and 38a are plotted in Figure 3, where the (SNR)
versus the number of quantization bits, NB, is plotted. All the points
1n this figure correspond to the same input data bit - rate (or volume)
output image area,and spatial resolution. This can be represented by a
constant product of input quantization bits, No, and number of "looks," L.
In this figure, the product is six. There are five sets of points as
noted. Each set of points is joined by line segments and are associated
with a fixed input signal-to-noise ration (SNR)^. The relative positions
of these curves will remain the same for other products of Ng and L.
This is clear from Eq. 38, which Indicates that for the same NB and
(SNR)j, (SNR)L is directly proportional to the square root of L. As an
example, for a product of eight, the curves in Fig. 3 will all be shifted
upward by a fixed amount of / 8/6 or 0.6 db.
From this figure, it 1s clear that analytical results indicate thet
for a fixed input data bit-volume and output quantity, resolution require-
ment, and for a constant input signal-to-ncise ratio, image quality
Improvement 1s obtained by employing more "looks" with coarsely quantized
echo samples than to use the same number of bits to obtain more finely
quantized signals.
-21-
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A number of s imulat ions were performed using real SAR data to verify
the ana ly t ica l results discussed in the foregoing sections. A digi tal
processing approach was used to reduce SAR signal into images. Two data
sets were used in these simulations. One was obtained by scanning and
d ig i t i z ing a piece of an optical signal f i l m . The target area for these
data was a mountainous region. The other data set was obtained by
directly d ig i t iz ing the sampled output of a SAR receiver. The scene
associated with this data set was a suburban area.
Several different quantization levels and two multiple-look techniques
were investigated. One of the mul t ip le look methods (called spatial
averaging) involved taking the average of N adjacent pixel values from a
one-look "high-resolution" image to produce a "low-resolution" N-look
image. The other multiple-look technique (called "spectral averaging")
Involved taking the average of N independent "low-resolution" images of
the same target area. Each independent image was obtained by processing
a separate non-overlapping portion (cne Nth) of the original signal spectrum.
The results of experiments using the spatial averaging technique are
shown in Prints 1, 2, and 3. The three prints correspond to quantization
of 1, 2, and 6 bits per sample, respectively. There are three Images In
each print which are labeled as 1-look, 2-look, and 4-look Images respec-
tlvely. Linear quantization was used for the case of 6 bits per
sample quantization, and the minimum distortion quantisation scheme
was used for the 2 and 1 bit cases. To facilitate direct comparison,
each of the three Images In each print contains the same
'"' \
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number of pixels. To achieve this in images involving fewer than 4 looks,
a uniformly spaced subset of pixels was extracted from the "high resolution"
single-look image. Since the speckles are independent from pixel to pixel,
this technique does not change ti:e visual quality of the resultant,images.
The pixel extraction and pixel averaging process for the three different
look numbers (1,2, and 4) is Illustrated below
Pixels 1n "high resolution"
single-look Image Pixel 1n displayed Image
A B C
•
1-look
2-1oak
4-look
X = A
X = (A+C)/2
X = (A+B+OD}/4
The results obtained from the "spectral averaging" multiple look
approach are shown 1n Prints 4 to 6. These three prints correspond to 1,
2, and 6 quantization bits, respectively. As in the previous case, the
three Images labeled (a), (b), and (c) in each print correspond to 1, 2,
and 4 look Images, respectively. In each print of Prints 4, 5, and 6, the
independent single look Images Mere processed by utilizing a non-overlapped
portion—one quarter—of the azimuth bandwidth of the corresponding "high
resolution" image. One of the four independently processed Images was
chosen for display as the single look Image in each print. The pixels of
this single-look image were averaged with those of a second one-look Image
to produce a two-look image. And finally, the corresponding pixels of all
four single-look Images were averaged to create a four look image. With
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the mult iple- look images so arranged on the prints, the effect of speckle
noise reduction can readily be observed.
From these results, we note as expected that image quali ty improves
wi th the increasing of mul t ip le looks and quantization bits. Quali tat ively
we also notice that the qual i ty of the 2-bit,2-look 'mages appears to be
better than that of the 6-bit, 1-look image. This agrees with the analytical
results which indicate that in a bit rate l imited application, use of fewer
bits to obtain more looks is a more effective way to improve image quality
than to employ more bits per SAR signal sample.
Notice that the analytical results were derived based on the assumption
that the targets being imaged were homogeneous. In a case where the targets
do not exhibit tin's property, the results can be different. The effect is
especially noticeable in the extreme case of 1-bit per sample, which is
equivalent to applying hard l imi t in j to the baseband I,Q signals. In the
one-bit-per-sarople images, one can notice the false features In the upper
right corners. One can also notice that these false features disappear as
the number of quantization levels Is Increased.
The simulation results also Indicate that the two multiple look tech-
niques produce nearly Identical results. The choice between these two
techniques nay heavily depend upon the feasibility of implementation related
to each particular SAR data processor.
Image (a) of Print 7 1s an optically processed Image produced
from the corresponding part of the origi'-al signal f i lm. By comparing
image 7(a) with Images in Prints 1 through 6, one can obtain assurance of
the Integrity of the digital processing technique used in the simulations.
This Image and the digitally processed images used only a small section of
: I'
r'r
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the swath of the original 5-ignal f i lm . An image was also produced from
the whole snath using opt'cal processing. Image (b) of Print 7 is a
reduced scale rendition of that result. The part of the scene presented
in the previous images is located In the upper left part of this image.
The speckle in the SAR images is clearly visible in all the full-scale
images on Prints 1 through 7.
The experimental results obtained using the second data set wi l l be
reported here. The original data were in the form of 6 bit samples of
both the inphase and quadrature components of the receiver output. One
of the investigations performed with this data set was concerned with the
effect of additive noise on the resultant image quality. Different amounts
of normally distributed random noises were added to the original signal
data. The noise contaminated data were then quantized and processed to
produce single-look images. The spatial averaging technique mentioned
previously was then used.to produce "low-resolution" multiple look images.
The resultant images are presented in Prints 8 to 10. These three
prints correspond to three different values for the number of quantization
bits per signal sample. They are 1, 2 and 6 bits, respectively, for Prints
8, 9, and 10. On each print there are 12 Images. The three columns from
left to right correspond to 1, 2, and 4-look images. The four rows of
images In each print are associated with four different noise conditions.
From top to bottom, the amount of noise added to the original have
2 2 2 2
variances of 0, 0.32o , oe , and 3.2 o , respectively, where o is the5 S 5 5
variance of the original signal. If it is assumed the original signal
contained no additive noise, the three non-zero noise variances correspond
to Input SNR of 5 db, Odb, and -5 db, respectively.
N '
\
^•-x.
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It can be observed that the image quali ty improves as either the
input signal-to-noise or the multiple-look numbers are increased. Re-
ducing the number of quantizat ion bits does degrade the image quali ty as
indicated in the analysis, but the effect is hardly visible in the resultant
images. Also, no serious degradation cue to "false features" is visible
in the images produced with hard l imi t ing (i.e., one bit quantizat ion) of
signal samples. This is attributed to the fact that high contrast features
are uniformly distributed in the area being imaged. For such homogeneous
targets, the effect of hard l imit ing becomes less noticeable than other
cases associated with non-homogeneous targets. This phenomenon is dis-
cussed in Ref. [6] [18]. It can also be observed that image quality appears
to degrade substantially as the additional input SNR changes from 0 db to
-5 db. This observation generally agrees with the analytical results in
Fig. 2, which Indicates that Image quality is a weak function of the input
SNR for values In the region from 0 db to 5 db. Above 5 db, the image
quality Is almost unaffected by changes in input SNR.
V. CONCLUSION
The analytical results In this study were very well supported by the
experimental results. It was concluded from this study that Rayleigh
target speckles and Integrated sidelobes can often be the key factors in
determining the quality of synthetic aperture radar Images. The degradation
In image quality due to thermal noise in the SAR receiver becomes signi-
ficant only if the Input s1gnal-to-no1se ratios are well below 5 db. It
was also concluded that in a limited data rate (or volume) application
Involving homogeneous targets better Image quality is obtained by employ-
Ing more "looks" with coarsely quantized echo samples than by using the
-27-
same number of bits to obtain more finely quantized echo signal samples.
It appears that substantial SAR system performance Improvements can
be achieved by applying the results of this study In future system design.
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